STRATEGIC PLAN
KARUDECA
2018-2022
This strategic plan has been developed by the Karagwe Rural Development and Environmental
Conservation Agency (KARUDECA) in 2018 and adjusted in 2019 in order to provide a continuous and
updated disciplined approach to the management of KARUDECA over the next years.
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1. Introductory Statement
-

-

Authors: Mr Steven Revelian (CEO), Callee Anne Davis,Tunu Kimea and Grace
Method Rugimbana.
Statement: This strategic plan has been developed by the Karagwe Rural
Development and Environmental Conservation Agency (KARUDECA) in order to
provide a disciplined approach to the management of KARUDECA over the next
five years. In 2019 the CEO made a decision to adjust the strategic plan due to a
new Technical Advisor and staff members started to working with Karudeca.
Contact details:
(Cell) +255 752 984029 Email:karudecaproject@yahoo.com
Website: www.karudeca.jimdo.com

2. KARUDECA Background and History
Karagwe Rural Development and Environmental Conservation Agency
(KARUDECA) is a local registered non-governmental organisation (NGO) in the
United Republic of Tanzania, which deals with environmental conservation,
disability, education promotion, micro-finance, agriculture, health and women and
youth empowerment. The organisation was formed to alleviate poverty in Tanzania.
The organisation was registered in December 2007 to operate in the Karagwe District
of Tanzania and has since expanded its activities to mainland Tanzania following
good performance. Our main projects include vocational education for Microfinance
Institutions (MFI’s, Community Based Rehabilitation (CBR), the construction of rain
water harvesting tanks in secondary schools and financial education projects in
primary and secondary schools in Kagera region Tanzania.
KARUDECA’s organisational structure consists of a team of permanent and part-time
employees and volunteers, as well as an advisory board and various members
including men, women and youth from all classes of society. KARUDECA also has
both local and international partners. Our local partners consist of various NGOs
working in Karagwe Tanzania these include; KCBRP Tanzania, CHEMA Tanzania,
MAVUNO Project and SAWAKA. At the international level, KARUDECA also
partners with Savings Banks Foundation for International Cooperation Germany
(main donor), Wabia Network (UK),Horizont3000 (Austria), Tanzania Development
Trust (UK), Tools with a Mission (UK), Engineers without Borders – Sweden,
Artefact (Germany) and Liliane Foundation –Netherlands.
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3. Management Board and Staff
3.1. Our Team – (assist primarily with operational matters)


Mr. Steven Revelian
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Bachelor of Arts with Education



Miss Grace Method Rugimbana
Senior Program Officer (SPO)
Bachelor of Commerce in Accounting



Eud Kamihanda
Part time Accontant



Volunteers:
Mr. TimoBarske – German
Miss. Jackline Kamayugi-Tanzania



Technical Advisor
Mr. Christian Pichler - Horizont3000

3.2. KARUDECA Advisory Board (assist primarily with matters of governance)












Mr.ErastoKamihanda
Retired General Secretary ELCT Karagwe Diocese-Chairman
Bachelor of Arts in Public Administration
Mr. Steven Revelian
Chief Executive Officer and Secretary KARUDECA
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Mr. John Bibangamba
Retired Education Officer Member
Master of Arts in Education
Ms.WokusimaKaihula
Community Development Officer-Karagwe DC-Member
Diploma Community Development
Mr.AdercknusMorce
Teacher Member
Diploma in Education
Ms.VenerandaMaruhe
Project Officer KCBRP TANZANIA-Member
Diploma in CBR
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3.3. Members
KARUDECA is a membership type of organisation. Our members come from all
classes of society and include women, men and youth. They are the first beneficiaries
of our organisation. Currently we have a total of 155 members consisting of 90
women and 65 men.
3.4. KARUDECA Organisation Structure

General
Assembly
Chief Executive
Officer

Advisory
Committee
Technical
Support

Accounts

Senior Program
Officer
Program
Coordinator
Beneficiaries
Committee

Community
Workers

4. Organisational Tenets
Guiding principles

4.1. Organisational Vision
KARUDECA aspires to be the leading organisation in Tanzania enabling marginalised
communities to become empowered and self-sustainable in order to improve their standard of
living.

4.2. Mission Statement
KARUDECA aims to improve the living standards of students, peasants and entrepreneurs
and to strengthen their institutions in Kagera through providing micro-finance services and
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capacity building in financial literacy, entrepreneurship, agriculture and environmental
conservation.

4.3. Values
KARUDECA is committed to developing excellent and professional operational systems, as
well as to transforming itself into an excellent organisation that contributes to achieving the
challenging economic and social development goals if its members. The following core
values and guiding principles characterise the work and life of KARUDECA and are
embedded in all those who come to be associated with KARUDECA:
Respect:
At KARUDECA we value actions that have due regard for people, our natural resources and
the environment.
Quality:
At KARUDECA we aim for Excellency in the service standards we provide to our
beneficiaries. Our team members always go the extra mile to ensure a high quality standard of
work in the most efficient and effective manner.
Professionalism:
At KARUDECA we are working together with partners towards building credibility,
transparency, capability and accountability.
Transparency:
At KARUDECA we promote a culture of openness, information sharing and transparency.We
encourage our staff and board members to act in an open manner, and we try our utmost best
to keep the public and stakeholders informed of our various activities.
Integrity:
At KARUDECA we are guided by honest and truthful actions that uphold our moral
commitments to the best of their ability.
Participation:
At KARUDECA we encourage cooperation and full participation of our members, staff,
board members and stakeholders in order to jointly work towards our goals. We also involve
the beneficiaries in implementing projects from the beginning onwards
Sustainability:
At KARUDECA we are committed to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). We work
on achieving SDG in our projects.
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5. Objectives
Definition

Goal

To improve living standards of students, peasants, entrepreneurs and to strengthen their institutions in Kagera through providing
microfinance services and capacity building in financial literacy, entrepreneurship, agriculture and environmental conservation
To improve agri business
Classroom and demonstration
External training,
Trainers willing
Risk Medium
skills (business, farming,
(field school) trainings by
funding
Farmers are interest as Include relevant topics
agriculture, financial literacy, external (later staff); agri for
not for agri-training
we have several topics
environmental conservation
local farmer only (TOT),
yet (SP)
Willing to contribute
and pesticide management
ER (enabling rural
several others
(what and how), grants
incl.)
innovation),
institutions do it, but from DEAL
Mentoring Peer-to-peer
enough farmers
learning
EFTA
Initiate formation of groups,
providing workshops for
entrepreneurship, accountancy
and social skills (DEAL)
To increase access to
Presentation by service
Aim to reduce Loan SACCOS, Banks
Low
financial services (through
providers in training
Scheme
interested,
MFIs )
Karudeca Loan Schemes
Link to many
Farmers qualified,
(Female Members)
existing banks,
cooperation with
Commission based group
SACCOS. Support
DEAL
loans (guarantee)- EFTA
in microfinance in
(Credibility), Cooperation
business skills.
with DEAL (table banking)
To build basic financial,
11 schools - outside school
Allowance & Boxes Education department
Low risk (Sustainability)
entrepreneurial, agricultural
projects at schools, via TOT – (Future not secure)
is ok
and environmental
4x4 days (teachers &
Teachers are
conservation skills and
allowances), 2hrs/week per
willing/time/costs
knowledge
student per year teaching in
We find funding
club mode
Resources/Materials
Develop learning plan for all
topics with teachers
Saving week & competition

Objective for
Peasants

Student
(primary,
secondary)

How (Activities)

Internal Capacity,
Context/Gap
Fitting to
Vision/Mission

Goals and
Objectives
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Assumption

Risk (L/M/H)

Provide clean water to
students at school and
improve academic progress
Providing knowledge on
community rehabilitation
process towards students
with disability
Entrepreneurs
(town-based
small)

To increase
business/entrepreneurship
skills (incl. marketing,
networks)

To increase access to
financial services

KARUDECA
strengthening

To increase financial
resources for the organization
(new donors, income
generation, assets)

Water tank construction,
workshops on knowledge
transfer, capacity building to
school staffs and purchase and
distribute supplies.
Organize parents groups and
establish saving groups,
organize medical treatments to
students in need, meeting with
parents and teachers, home
visit.
Classroom trainings by
external (later staff) and
internal (through table
banking)
Manual (SP)
CEFE for entrepreneur only
(TOT),
Mentoring
Peer-to-peer learning
Tax Compliance (invite TRA)
Presentation by service
providers in training
Karudeca Loan Schemes
(Female Members), access to
micro-finance loans (table
banking members)

2 water tanks are
already in place,
internal and external
consultancy and
existing networks
Improvements in
students attendance
to school, family
care and
participation

School staffs are
willing to support and
students are interested.

Medium risk (high
budget)

Teachers, parents,
community workers
and staffs are willing
to support and good
cooperation with
donor part
Trainers willing
Entrepreneurs are
interest as we have
several topics
Willing to contribute
(what and how)

Low

Link to many
existing banks,
SACCOS, table
banking

SACCOS, Banks
interested, DEAL
interested,
Entrepreneurs
qualified

Low

Identify and develop
strategies, policies as well as
concepts/discussions,
professional proposals to new
donors (networking, internet
search, consortium
opportunity)
Income generation
More Paying Members
Training Fees for quality

More resource
mobilization skills
and clear
organizational
structure and
processes are
needed
(DKA Youth)

A lot of money out
there
Government
supportive of NGOs as
they do their work
seen as credible
(trust), and new donor
from EU due to more
professionalism

LOW

TCCIA Chamber of
Commerce and
Industry , SIDO,
DEAL
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Low

To have adequate financial,
human resource and
communication policies and
procedures in place and
implemented
To have adequate skilled and
well performing staff with
clear job descriptions

To increase leadership and
managerial skills and product
development of Board,
Management
To increase networking
(linking opportunities)

service, promotion,
Become consultants for others
Identify where to save
money/cost cutting
Policies, strategies, documents
are created and in place
Get it approved/signed by
Board, recruiting well
educated staff members
Training/capacity building in
all the courses to become
trainers
(entrepreneur, financial
literacy, ERI, resource
mobilization, policy writing,
environmental conservation,
managements)
Learning through participation
(external training)
Job Descriptions reviewed,
updated and approved
Staff appraisals and learning
plans conducted
Budget line
Job swap/assignment
Training by consultants (4
days) , pre/posttests (M&E),
Paying members get training
cheaper (SACCOS / MFI /
VICOBA)
Cost sharing
Presentation ofstakeholders
(national and international
incl. World Vision) at
trainings
Initiate formation of networks

H3000 TA sharing
knowledge with
staff members

TA available and good
cooperation with
H3000

Low

For new area of
training resources to
be found

Staff are willing to be
trained and expand in
different work area

Low

Consultants, TA and
counterpart (future
by all staff)

Willingness to pay for
the training,
membership, cost
sharing,

M (sustainability issue)

Existing networks
(World Vision is
doing that)

Networks adding
value

Low
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5.1. Monitoring Framework
Goals and
Objectives

Definition

Indicator

Source/
Verification

Who (data)

When to be
collected

Method

Goal

To improve living standards of students, peasants, entrepreneurs and to strengthen their institutions in Kagera
through providing microfinance services and capacity building in financial literacy, entrepreneurship,
agriculture and environmental conservation
Strategic Theme (Subgoal) 1: Peasants are strengthened to access farming technology and business skills are improved
Objective for
Peasants

To improve agri business
skills (business, farming,
agriculture, financial literacy,
environmental conservation
and pesticide management
incl.)

At least n….. attendees
trained in a year

Work Plan
Baseline data
Follow up

Karudeca staffs

End of each year
(soon as the
project starts)

Interview and
questionnaire

staffs

End of each year
(soon as the
project starts)
End of each year
(soon as the
project starts)

Survey

20 % production
increase
by 50% of attendees
after 1 year
60% increase of farm
record keeping
(cash/expenditure) after
1 year

To increase access to
20% increase of trainees Baseline
financial services ( through
access financial services Follow up
MFIs )
within a year
To increase access to farming At least 40% access new Follow up
technology (i.e. water pumps, farming technology
improved seeds)
Theme (Subgoal 2) improving academic attendance and better educated students
Student
1. To build basic financial,
At least3000 students
Baselines (who
(primary,
entrepreneurial,
(primary, secondary) per is saving, trees
secondary)
agricultural and
year
before?)
environmental
At least 11 schools
conservation skills and
At least 40% of the
Student follow
knowledge
students trained save
up
money (bank, box, sock
School follow up
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staffs

Survey

Provide clean water to
students at school and
improve academic progress

Providing knowledge on
community rehabilitation
process towards students
with disability

…)
At least 90% of the
participating schools
planted trees with
students.
At least 6000 students
(males and females) in
total, at least 6 schools
access clean water, at
least 40% of students
trained on using clean
water, at least 20% of
academic progress and
attendance at school
improved, at least 10%
diseases to students
reduced
At least ……. Students
in a year
At least 50% of students
are empowered
At least 30% of students
regularly attend to
school
At least 20% of
caregivers knowledge
increase

Theme (Subgoal 3) Entrepreneur have increased
entrepreneurs To increase
At least …….attendees
(town-based
business/entrepreneurship
trained in a year
small)
skills (incl. marketing,
networks)
20 % increase of
turnover
by 50% of attendees
after 1 year

Baselines
(missing hour at
school and
academic
performance

School staff and
Karudeca staffs

Monthly data
collection from
school and
quarterly data
collection from
Karudeca

Survey and
interview

Data follow up

Care givers,
school staffs and
Karudeca staffs

Monthly data
collection from
care givers and
quarterly from
Karudeca staffs

Interview,
questionnaire

Baseline data
Follow up

Karudeca staffs

annually

Interview
Survey
Questionnaire

Students follow
up
School follow up

60% increase of business
record keeping
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(cash/expenditure) after
1 year
To increase access to
financial services

50% increase of trainees
access financial services
within a year

Baseline
Follow up

Karudeca staffs

Theme (Subgoal 4 )Karudeca performance has improved in financial, human resource and communication
KARUDECA To increase financial
At least 3 new donor
Strategic Plan
Karudeca staffs
strengthening resources for the organization contracts
Budget
(new donors, income
At least one income
Board Reports
generation, assets)
generating project
To mobilizes 80% of the
strategic plan and budget
To have adequate policies
All policies in place
Baseline (0)
Karudeca staffs
(financial, human resource,
Audits from Year 2020
Copy of the
communication policies etc.) confirm compliance with policies
and procedures in place and
policies.
Audit Report
implemented
To have adequate skilled and All job descriptions
Appraisals
Karudeca staffs
well performing staff with
reviewed and approved
Job Descriptions
clear job descriptions
Learning needs
Staff Training
identified
Reports
At least 2 new staff
members will support
Karudeca within next 2
years
At least 2 staff members
able to train in 2 key
modules
To strengthen governance
and membership participation
(Cost sharing included)

Membership policies
reviewed and accepted
Member list updates to
have at least 300 paying
individual members and
50 paying institutional
member

Minutes of the
Board and AGM
Membership
Policy
Member
database
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Karudeca staffs

annually

Interview
Survey
Questionnaire

annually

Internal audit

annually

Internal audit

annually

Internal audit

annually

Survey
Questionnaire

Annual AGMs and
Quarterly Board
Meetings held and
minuted.
Number of resolutions
implemented.
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6. SWOT Analysis
The following section lays out the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats as
identified by the KARUDECA team.

Strengths

Weaknesses

*A committed donor
*Committed partners (11 schools
and 3 local NGOs)
*Committed and qualified staff
*Committed board
*Good relation with stakeholders
*Good quality of services
*Some assests (printers,
computers, furniture)
*Not-for-profit organisation - less
competititon.

*Reliant on donor
*Under-staffed for expansion
*Scarce facilities and equipment
(e.g. car, office etc.)
*Absence of documented policies
and regulation
*Inactive and non-paying
members (majority)
*Insufficient funding to expand
projects
*Members lack educational
knowledge

Opportunities
*Unreached communities
*Political will and favourable
environment
*Availability of supportive internal
and external collaborators
*High demand for services in society
(education, environmental
conservation, women and youth
empowerment)
*The power of social media untapped marketing opportunities .
*Opportunity to exploit volunteering
and internship culture of the West.
*Karudeca is the only one providing
financial education service in Kagera
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Threats
*Change in donor policies and
priorities (main donor ends support
in 2020)
*Insufficient income
*Economic changes (downturn in
economy makes it harder for costsharing farmers)
*People are sometimes reluctant to
participate i.e. don't see the value of
education
*Political interference
*Lack of potential donors
*High competition in the
microfinance sector

6.1. Identify Strategies for the Future


Do our strengths open up any opportunities for the future?
 Yes!
1. Our already established relationship with our current donor presents
the opportunity to enhance cooperation and ensure successful
implementation of our current projects before funding ends in 2020.
2. Our already committed partners (11 schools and 3 local NGOs)
provide a secure foundation for future projects and open up the
opportunity to extend our reach within the community in the future.
3. Our committed and qualified staff provides a stable foundation for our
work. However, there are still various opportunities to exploit in terms of
enhancing work culture and team ethos. For example, we could facilitate
weekly team meetings in which staff members discuss their current tasks,
successes and challenges. We are currently developing policies, strategies
and working documents which will allow us to work with clear structures
and common goals. It would also be a good idea to develop a strategy to
integrate volunteers and interns into the organisation and to ensure they
always have a task to complete.
4. Our current assets (printers, computers, furniture, and office space)
make it easier to expand our reach and to extend our projects in the
future.
5. Our status as an NGO (with little current competition) presents the
opportunity to become one of the best non-profit organisation in Kayanga
and the Kagera region. We also focus to be a leading organisation in
financial education service providing.



How can we convert our weaknesses into strengths?
1. Our reliance on our donor and insufficient funding to expand projects can be
tackled by creating and implementing a marketing and fundraising plan to expand our
networks and partnerships. By enhancing our social media presence (Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn) and by creating a monthly newsletter we will be able to expand
our current networks and hopefully create hype around our organisation. This would
hopefully lead to more donor opportunities in the future. We also need to actively
contact potential donors, companies and organisations and inform them about our
project and our needs. We have to professionalize our proposal writing and submit
more project proposals so that we could get more funds and engage more staffs, this
success will also solve under-staffing weakness.
2. Being under-staffed for expansion can be tackled by enhancing our volunteering
and interning program. This can be done in numerous ways. Firstly, we can create
volunteering pages on various online websites and platforms which aim to connect
NGOs with volunteers (VolunteerMatch.org, Idealist.org, HandsOn Network,
https://www.catchafire.org/, http://www.oneworld365.org/ngo). Secondly, we can
partner with on-the-ground organisations that seek to link NGOs with
volunteers(examples).Thirdly, we should consider both virtual volunteering
(volunteering online from abroad), as well as physical volunteering. Many NGOs
have implemented virtual volunteering projects which use the power of Skype and
other applications to communicate with interns. The following volunteer/ intern
programs could help expand our organisation. They can be both virtual or physical
15

internships and can require only a few hours commitment per week (e.g. 5 hours a
week).
*Social media advisor and strategist intern: would be responsible for monitoring and
updating social media accounts (Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn), writing monthly
newsletters, gathering new followers online, registering KARUDECA on various
platforms for NGOs, enhancing KARUDECA’s online image.
*Website developer intern: would be responsible for updating the current website.
*Research intern: would be responsible for conducting various research projects for
the organisation. For example, research on community needs, future project ideas,
policies and regulations etc.
*Fundraising intern: would be responsible for finding donors and raising money for
different projects.
By working with virtual volunteers within Tanzania and from abroad we would be
able to enhance our organisations reach and benefit from context specific knowledge
that only individuals from specific corners of the world would be able to help us with.
For example, fundraising in Germany, or social media in Germany. Fourthly, we need
to make the integration process for volunteers in Kayanga easier by preparing
documents that outline information about the area, organisation, accommodation,
financial issues, transportation, shopping, eating, travelling, visa issues etc. We also
need to ensure volunteers always have a task to complete by listing volunteer
responsibilities and having weekly meetings with volunteers.
1. To tackle the issue of scarce facilities and equipment we need to start a savings
account for assets. We also need to use more online platforms to gain access to
equipment like laptops, printers and tablets. For example, Labdoo is a great way to
connect travellers and volunteers with NGOs. We should also regularly enter into
competitions for NGOs.
2. In order to tackle the absence of documented policies and regulation we need to
set up a task team to research and compile various KARUDECA policies, documents
and regulatory information. This is an example of a task that can be delegated to
technical advisor and counterpart (or a competent volunteer).
3. To tackle the issue of inactive and non-paying members we need to (a) set up a
strategy which encourages members to participate in our projects (b) work on
changing the cultural mind-set of community members with regards to paying for
education and training. We can use our organisation as springboard to slowly
introduce the concept of paying for education into the community via our connection
with NGO leaders, community leaders and church leaders. Changing the mind-set of
the community is a slow changing process which requires time. Our strategy needs to
show the community (a) the value of education (b) the need to pay for education. We
could consider firstly removing their allowances and then with time introducing the
concept of paying for a training session. We could also consider inviting inspiring
business people or community figures from other parts of Tanzania to interact with
members and demonstrate the power of education.
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What do we have to do to use our opportunities?

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.



We need to use our connections with other NGOs and local community
leaders to tap into unreached communities.
We need to develop a favourable relationship with local political and
community leaders and use them as a means to changing the community
mind-set with regards to paying for education.
We need to develop a strategy which utilises our availability of
supportive internal and external collaborators favourably. This
strategy needs to (a) identify internal and external collaborators and (b)
identifying ways in which they could support KARUDECA (financially
or non-financially through word of mouth or the provision of knowledge
and skills).
We need to tap into the high demand for our services in society
(education, environmental conservation, and youth and women
empowerment) by creating new projects. Before implementing projects
we need to research whether there is a need for the project by speaking
with the community. We also need to integrate the community into the
project planning and implementation phases so that they take
responsibility for the project and resources provided to them. For
example, a project committee board could be established which
encourages community members to partake in decision-making and
organisation of a specific project.
Strategies for utilising the power of social media and the volunteering
and internship culture of the West were already mentioned above.
As Karudeca is the only organisation providing financial education
service in Kagera, there is high possibility of future leadership in this
working area.

How can we best neutralise our threats?
1. We need to stay informed on changes in our donor policies through
communication.
2. To tackle the issue of insufficient funds we need to create a business plan,
fundraising strategy, donor strategy and actively target new donors. Through
professional project proposals and submitting proposals to different
international donors (through research and networking we can figure out
new donors) we can increase our fund base. We also need to start saving.
3. To address the issue of political interference we need to be careful and
clever in the political relationships we form.
4. To minimize the risk of high competition in microfinance sector we need
to widen area of our programs for example, financial education.
5. To reduce the risk of people reluctant in participation we need to cooperate
with other NGOs in knowledge transfer to the community regarding the value
of education we provide to them.

https://www.thebalance.com/swot-example-strengths-weaknesses-opportunities-threats-2947985
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7. PESTLE Analysis
The following section lays out a PESTLE analysis which was performed to assess the
Political, Economic, and Socio- Cultural, Technological, Environmental and Legal factors
facing KARUDECA.

7.1 Political Factors




A changing political situation, as well as unpredictability of the current administration
presents a certain level of uncertainty when it comes to the legal environment governing
NGOs, micro-finance institutions and local and international donors in Tanzania.
Our political strategy includes (a) focussing on our organisation’s goals (b) staying informed
of any legal changes that might affect our organisation, members and partners (c) engaging
local governments and political bodies whilst (d) being careful in the political associations
and relationships we pursue.

7.2 Economic Factors



Our organisation is affected by a changing economic environment in many ways. How is the
economic environment changing/ good or bad?
Firstly, the economic status of the members is generally low which makes them unable to pay
membership fees. Secondly, economic instability might have a negative impact on the ability
of our donors and potential donors to finance our project. Thirdly, the budget from the donors
generally are always decreasing, the competition between NGOs is now days higher that leads
difficult in getting funds. On the other side we have the opportunity through internet, social
media and online funding to expand the economic environment of acquiring funds worldwide.

7.3 Socio-cultural Factors




Various socio-cultural challenges related to cultural beliefs and tradition impact our
organisation and our ability to implement our projects. Firstly, traditions and beliefs play a
strong role in guiding the actions of community members and their willingness to participate
in our projects. For example, community members might resist change or education because
of beliefs that are entrenched in their culture. This is particularly relevant in the context of
gender roles and the access of women to education, as women are sometimes not allowed to
participate in our projects and training sessions.
In order to address these challenges, KARUDECA hopes to adopt a strategy which takes
various culture aspects into consideration whilst making communities aware of the
importance and benefits of education. By conveying a deeper understanding and awareness of
the value of education we hope to encourage community members to embrace a culture of
studying. Creating a culture of studying – seeing the value of financial education is a slow
process that requires time.

7.4 Technological Factors



How can technology positively or negatively impact the introduction of a service –
the role of the internet, social media
Strategy: be aware, use new technology, and use other means, marketing and
communication (donor, email).
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(Research more technology options – websites).

Technology plays an important role in the future development of KARUDECA. Firstly, it is
very important for KARUDECA to embrace technological change so as to attract publicity
and to engage donors at a local and international level. Secondly, KARUDECA can benefit
from embracing various technological projects such as Labdoo which aim to connect the
developing world with technological resources such as laptops. In order to embrace a
changing technological environment, KARUDECA needs to adopt a strategy which seeks to
improve social media presence by registering on various platforms such as betterplace.org,
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, by creating an electronic KARUDECA newsletter, attracting
virtual and physical volunteers, as well as donors (crowd funding).
Construct a marketing and social media plan for the organisation.
Purposes of publicity and donor attraction – need to improve social media presence (various
NGO platforms such as betterplace.org, informing current donors of progress, creating a
KARUDECA newsletter, more Facebook activity) – very important to engage donors and the
international community in order to raise awareness of the project.
Technology in the form of laptops and resources – printers etc. Useful to use connections with
volunteers to receive technology e.g. through the Labdoo network.

7.5 Legal Factors
The legal environment affects KARUDECA – seeing a stricter enforcement of laws within
institutions and businesses which affect the functioning/ typical processes changes in this
environment are taking place which will change the working culture of these institutions.
Also seeing changes in legal environment for education and financing
Stronger stance on corruption, qualifications etc. Possibility for changing laws relating to
NGOs
Strategies: follow the law; get informed about the laws even when they are not enforced yet

7.6 Environmental Factors









Slow changes (create awareness and train to develop strategies).
Changes in weather and climate
Waste management
Use of green or eco-friendly products and practices
Environmental conditions affect us in the following way:
Deteriorating environment (such as drought, deforestation, over-grazing) affects the
livelihoods of farmers and the community, which in turn affects the economic
conditions and situation in Kayanga. With worsening economic conditions it is harder
for community members to pay loans, people’s health affected (lack of access to
clean water). Difficult economic conditions make it even harder to promote the costsharing approach.
Strategies: create awareness; train people to develop coping strategies
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8. Finances
Range of Funding streams increase and diversify the range of revenue streams to maximize our
effectiveness in connection with the NGO community‐impact objectives.

Rationale
In order to achieve the objectives and carry out the specific strategies described in this plan
KARUDECA will seek to increase the unrestricted funds available to grant making.
There are many potential avenues worth exploring to broaden the sources of revenue that support
the work of KARUDECA. In today’s rapidly changing world, we should experiment with a wide
variety of revenue ideas to determine which have potential to increase funding for the future.

KARUDECA’s current and expected donors are:
Financial Education Project - SBFIC
Community Based Rehabilitation Project (CBR) - Liliane Foundation from Netherlands through
KCBRP Tanzania
Technical Advisor Program - HORIZONT3000
Water Tanks Construction Project- Engineers without Borders-Sweden through MAVUNO Project
(expected)
Table Banking Project – DEAL (expected)

Key strategies


Diversity revenue stream beyond fee income (this might include partner with local
funders, corporate support, grants from national funders, product development,
investments, settlements and earned income).



As we develop closer relations with donors, maximize opportunities for working together
to leverage the steward resources to address community impact objectives. KARUDECA
Strategic Plan 2018-2022 sustainable operating model will ensure that the NGO operating
model is sustainable as circumstances changes.



Our current operating model inline much of the community field, is predicated on the
continued viability and growth of donor advises funds. The NGO currently supports its
operation by assessing a fee which is paid once per year by its members.



Presently KARUDECA operating capital is substantially dependent on the major single
source of income ( i.e. fees from donors advised funds tied to the NGO).



Ingenuity from outside community sector may supersede this philanthropic model in
order to ensure KARUDECA long term success, we must continually assess our basic
business assumptions, vigilantly monitor the leading edge ideas and proactively reshape
our operating model to anticipate changes rather than react to them.
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Key strategies


Monitor the following areas and identify how they will affect KARUDECA
 The changing landscape of tax and policy
 Other sectors and their ideas, trends and actions
 Current and future giving trends and demographic changes



Ensure that the knowledge of trustees, donors, committee members, staffs and
volunteers is fully employed to contribute to sustainability of KARUDECA.



Engage in deep analysis and projection of our current operating model, modifying as
need for the KARUDECA Strategic Plan for 2018-2022



Foster culture both internally and our partners that embracing , listening, creativity,
and experimentation, that promote sharing across areas for focus, and act on
innovative ideas in order to achieve the strategic objectives.

9. Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and Evaluation is very important process in the project implementation because it enables
the project team to monitor activities implemented and finally evaluate if the intended results have
been achieved. Equally, to effectively implement this Strategic Plan KARUDECA will employ a
rigorous M&E mechanism to ensure the target goals and outputs for this Strategic Plan are realized at
the end of five years of operation. To achieve this milestone, KARUDECA will employ different
M&E tools to monitor and evaluate the implementation of activities planned in this Strategic Plan.
The following tools will be used.
We use PDCA approach (Plan-Do-Check-Adjust) for implementing this strategic plan as well as
various projects. This implementation approach helps us on the one hand to rich a continuous
improvement(achievements of objectives/impacts) and on the other hand to have a better overview on
the organisational and project process

9.1 Periodic Reviews and Analysis
This will be conducted quarter to annual review session to monitor implementation of the Strategic
Plan. These will be done at the Board but also with the implementing team meaning KARUDECA
management. Analysis will be conducted that will measure among other things the realization of the
target output or goals vis a vis the set objectives or milestones.

9.2 Periodic reporting
To ensure KARUDECA track the progress in the implementation of this Strategic Plan, KARUDECA
will prepare the reporting system that will ensure information is obtained and circulated to members
as expected. In this respect KARUDECA Management will quarterly write and disseminate report to
the Board which is the governing body at the moment, but also to its members. The information
obtained through these reports will be used to assess the success on the implementation of this
Strategic Plan and will form part of the evaluation tools.
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9.3 Feedback and information sharing
A monitoring and Evaluation plan will be developed for each of the projects under all thematic areas,
detailing how data will be collected, who shall be responsible and reporting format in line with
partner’s requirements or agreed framework. Such tools shall ensure data accuracy, reliability,
timelines and integrity of general program information. To also achieve this critical milestone,
KARUDECA will develop a database that will collect and use this data from all areas.

10. Final Remarks
Broader participation and engagement of board members, management, staff, key stakeholders,
Government leaders, have given greater importance to KARUDECA strategic plan. Lesson learned
will be extremely helpful in facilitating the successful implementation of the plan. The participation
has been more effective and assures that there is stakeholder’s ownership of initiatives and of new
programs and projects. This last version of the strategic plan was revised and updated by Miss. Grace
Method Rugimbana (SPO of KARUDECA) and Mr. Christian Pichler (TA of HORIZONT3000).

11. Letter from the Board Chairman
I take this opportunity to thank all those who joined us in the workshop where we developed the
2018-2022 strategic plan. Specifically I thank the facilitators, representatives of farmers, business men
and women, and the community who brought with them views of our people at the grass root level. I
also thank the Karagwe district community development department officer Mr. Libent Rugarabamu
for his attendance and participation.
I therefore invite all duty bearers, the government, farmers, parents, partners to join us as we walk this
long journey of building sustainable structures that will ensure sustainable development in Kagera
region and Tanzania at large.
I conclude this message by giving thanks to Ms. Anita Langthaller and Mr. Peter Vanerum from
Horizont3000 for facilitating the workshop very efficiently and responsibly.
I also thank Horizont3000 management for cooperating with us in realization of this activity.

Erasto M. Kamihanda
Board Chairman.
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